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Abstract 
This white paper describes the performance and scaling of Sugar Enterprise Edition version 
6.5.16 on IBM Power Systems servers featuring the new IBM POWER8 processor technology. 
The target audience is users and system integrators interested in using IBM Power Systems 
running Linux to run Sugar Enterprise Edition.  

Introduction 
The performance and scalability results in this section demonstrate how SugarCRM application and IBM® 

Power Systems™ perform under heavy user workloads accessing data at the same time. This white paper 
details results on the IBM® Power® S824 server running Sugar Enterprise Edition 6.5.16, Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux® (RHEL) 6.5 and Percona Server 5.6. 

The innovative design of the IBM POWER8™ processor technology is for very demanding, data-intensive 
applications that are well suited for SugarCRM customers. 

Built with a processor designed for such data workloads, IBM Power Systems design combines the 

computing power, memory bandwidth, and I/O in ways that are easier to consume and manage, building 
on strong resiliency, availability and security, demonstrated by:  

 Computing power with 50% more cores and smart acceleration enabled by the Coherent 

Accelerator Processor Interface (CAPI). 

 Massive memory with over twice the bandwidth of prior generation servers to process data faster 
and achieve greater speed and efficiency for transactional applications such as Sugar. 

 Systems that are easy to deploy and manage with open source technologies such as OpenStack, 
KVM, simplified virtualization management, and flexible capabilities to drive rapid adoption and 
dramatically simplify IT consumption.  

 Better cloud economics for scale out infrastructures, with price-performance advantages and 
security to confidently move data-centric applications to the cloud. 

The subsequent sections provide clear examples of the advantages of SugarCRM, its near-linear scaling, 

and its performance advantages over other platforms on IBM Power Systems running Linux. 

 

Advantages of Sugar on Power Systems 
The key advantages of Sugar running on IBM Power Systems include:  

 Performance: Up to twice the performance over other platforms 
 Scaling: Very linear scaling as the demands for CRM processing grows 
 Economics: Fewer cores required compared to other platforms = Reduced software and 

support costs  
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Sugar architecture 
The Sugar architecture consists of the following components and all ran in a single hardware partition 

including the Apache JMeter test tool. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Test topology / architecture 
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SugarCRM performance  

When performance was measured at multiple user levels, at varying hardware partition sizes, extremely 

large throughput rates were sustained while maintaining sub-second response times. 

.51 seconds 

.45 seconds 

.63 seconds 

 

Figure 2: Power S824 performance and scaling 

Linear user scaling at low response times demonstrates that as the demands on the CRM application 
increase, Power Systems can scale to meet the growth by simply adding cores to the existing partition.  

The new Power Systems servers based on POWER8 technology are offered in configurations from 6 to 24 

cores offering customers the flexible and future growth required by today’s enterprises. 
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Concurrent benchmark users and named users supported  

The tests performed supported a maximum of 250 to 300 concurrent users per core depending on the size 
of the hardware partition.   

 

Figure 3: Performance results with 2 cores, 4 cores, and 8 cores 

 

Concurrent users shown in Figure 3 would translate to 1200, 2100, and 4000 named contact center users 
and 3000, 5250, and 10,000 named sales force automation users, respectively. As each SugarCRM 
customer’s workload mix, external batch requirements and data volumes might vary. The above data 

should be used in combination with a formal sizing and other factors when determining the hardware 
requirements for a specific production environment. You can work with an IBM, SugarCRM, or IBM reseller 
representative to access additional sizing tools and technical resources. 

Refer to the Appendix A: Run details” section for more details.  
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Relative performance of IBM Power S824 and IBM System x3650 

Both, the System x3650 and Power S824 servers that were tested, were configured with eight processor 
cores active to show an example of the performance on a single-socket system. Software and memory 

configured were the same and minimal tuning was under taken at the hardware or operating system level. 

 

IBM Power S824 
8-core 4.1 GHz 
64 GB Memory 

Users 

Users 

IBM x3650 M4 
8-core 2.7 GHz 
64 GB Memory 

 

Figure 4: Relative performance result on 8-core configurations for Sugar Enterprise Edition 6.5 

In the test results, the response times were almost similar: System x3650 at 0.78 seconds and Power 

S824 at 0.63 seconds. 

Processor utilizations were similar and ranged from 75% to 85%, respectively. Some variation in processor 
utilization was observed and is viewed as an expected behavior for this workload. The duration of high 

load was for 15 minutes. On increasing the high-load duration, you can observe the utilization range 
getting narrowed. Both runs were completed with cold cache. When running multiple runs against the 
same database, the effects of cache warming are likely to show some improvement in response times. 

Refer to the “Tested configuration details” section and the “Appendix A: Run details” section for more 
details. 
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Power Systems built with POWER8 technology  
In this section, after presenting an overview of POWER8 technology, the configuration of the systems 

used for this SugarCRM benchmark is provided.  

POWER8 is a multi-core, multichip (node), and multisocket processor technology. The number of chips 
and sockets available vary with the model purchased. A representative layout of the POWER8 processor 

is given in Figure 5 with double the memory bandwidth when compared to IBM POWER7+TM processor. 

 

Figure 5: POWER8 processor 
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Tested configuration details 
In this section, the hardware and software configurations used for the testing are described. 

IBM Power Systems configuration IBM System x configuration 

IBM Power S824 Server IBM System x3650 M4 server 

One 8-core POWER8 DCM 4.1 GHz One 8-core Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2680 2.7 GHz 
64 GB memory; four 16 GB dual inline memory 
modules (DIMMs) 64 GB memory; eight 8 GB DIMMs 

Software and version used; Same for all tests/platforms 

RHEL 6.5 Sugar Enterprise Edition 6.5 

Percona Server 5.6.15 Apache HTTP Server 2.2.15 

PHP 5.3.3 Apache JMeter 2.8 

Memcached 1.4.4 IBM Java™ SDK 7.1 

APC 3.1.9 Elasticsearch 0.90.7 

Table 1: Configuration Details  

Appendix A: Run details 
Sugar Enterprise Edition test details  

 

Server Users Cores 
Number of 
users/core 

Response 
time 

Total 
requests 

Requests/ 
second 

Power S824 500 2 250 0.46 12,992 14.4 

Power S824 600 2 300 1.07 15,353 17.1 

Power S824 500 4 -- 0.27 13,043 14.5 

Power S824 1000 4 250 0.51 26,032 28.9 

Power S824 1050 4 262 1.00 26,837 29.8 

Power S824 500 8 -- 0.36 13,081 14.5 

Power S824 1000 8 -- 0.47 25,984 28.9 

Power S824 2000 8 250 0.63 51,770 57.2 

System x3650 1000 8 125 0.79 25,831 28.7 

Table 2: Sugar 6.5 run details 
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Appendix B: Resources 
The following websites provide useful references to supplement the information contained in this paper: 

 IBM Systems on PartnerWorld 
ibm.com/partnerworld/systems 

 

 IBM Power Systems 
ibm.com/systems/in/power/?lnk=mhpr 

 

 IBM Power Systems running Linux – resources 
ibm.com/systems/power/software/linux/resources.html 

 

 SugarCRM official website 
www.sugarcrm.com/ibm 
 

 Percona official website 
www.percona.com/software/percona-server/ps-5.6 
 

 IBM Power Systems Hardware Documentation 
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/powersys/v3r1m5/index.jsp 

 

 IBM Publications Center 
www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/public/applications/publications/cgibin/pbi.cgi?CTY=US 
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Trademarks and special notices 
© Copyright IBM Corporation 2014.  

References in this document to IBM products or services do not imply that IBM intends to make them 
available in every country.  Information is provided "AS IS" without warranty of any kind. 

IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business 

Machines Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both. If these and other IBM trademarked 
terms are marked on their first occurrence in this information with a trademark symbol (® or ™), these 
symbols indicate U.S. registered or common law trademarks owned by IBM at the time this information 

was published. Such trademarks may also be registered or common law trademarks in other countries. A 
current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at "Copyright and trademark information" at 
www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml. 

Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of Oracle and/or 
its affiliates. 

Linux is a trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other countries, or both. 

Intel, Intel Inside (logos), MMX, and Pentium are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the United States, 
other countries, or both. 

Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.  

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from a supplier of these products, published 
announcement material, or other publicly available sources and does not constitute an endorsement of 
such products by IBM. Sources for non-IBM list prices and performance numbers are taken from publicly 

available information, including vendor announcements and vendor worldwide homepages. IBM has not 
tested these products and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, capability, or any other claims 
related to non-IBM products. Questions on the capability of non-IBM products should be addressed to the 

supplier of those products. 

Some information addresses anticipated future capabilities. Such information is not intended as a definitive 
statement of a commitment to specific levels of performance, function or delivery schedules with respect to 

any future products. Such commitments are only made in IBM product announcements. The information is 
presented here to communicate IBM's current investment and development activities as a good faith effort 
to help with our customers' future planning.  

Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a controlled 
environment. The actual throughput or performance that any user will experience will vary depending upon 
considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the I/O configuration, the 

storage configuration, and the workload processed. Therefore, no assurance can be given that an 
individual user will achieve throughput or performance improvements equivalent to the ratios stated here. 

Any references in this information to non-IBM websites are provided for convenience only and do not in 

any manner serve as an endorsement of those websites. The materials at those websites are not part of 
the materials for this IBM product and use of those websites is at your own risk. 
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